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In the context of growing concern over climate change and other
environmental pressures, Biblical Prophets and Contemporary
Environmental Ethics explores what an ecological reading of the
biblical text can contribute to contemporary environmental
ethics. The Judaeo-Christian tradition has been held partly to
blame for a negative attitude to creation - one that has
legitimised the exploitative use of the earth's resources. Hilary
Marlow explores some of the thinking in the history of the
Christian tradition that has contributed to such a perception,
before discussing a number of approaches to reading the Old
Testament from an ecological perspective.
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· Includes a Foreword by
John Barton
· Connects the biblical texts
with a contemporary issue
of crucial importance

Through a detailed exegetical study of the texts of the biblical
prophets Amos, Hosea and First Isaiah, Marlow examines the
portrayal of the relationship between YHWH the God of Israel,
humanity and the non-human creation. In the course of this
exegesis, searching questions emerge: what are the various
understandings of the non-human creation that are present in
the text? What assumptions are made about YHWH's
relationship to the created world and how he acts within it? And
what effect do the actions and choices of human beings have on
the created world?

· Includes detailed biblical
exegesis chapters with full
supporting annotation

Following this close textual study, Marlow examines the problem
of deriving ethical norms from the biblical text and discusses
some key ethical debates in contemporary environmental
theory. The book explores the potential contribution of the
biblical exegesis to such debates and concludes by proposing an
interrelational model for reading the Old Testament prophets in
the light of contemporary environmental ethics.
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used throughout to
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· Accessibly written for an
interdisciplinary readership
(including material on
church history, theology,
ethics as well as biblical
exegesis)
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Consequently, the movement for environmental protection has grown as Western wealth has grown, giving rise to a strong
environmental consciousness and to protective environmental legislation. The worldâ€™s less developed countries, where material
progress began much later, have been catching up in the past century, as shown especially by rapidly rising life expectancy (from about
thirty years in 1900 to about sixty-three years today).4 Nonetheless, in many developing countries, the basics of sufficient and pure
water and food, along with clothing, shelter, transportation, health care, communicat

